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Letters to Lucerne
To be Presented on Broadway

"Letters to Lucerne," a stirring drama of the effects of war, is to be presented on Broadway.

New York Daily News. With sensitivity, good taste and genuineness, the feeling the authors describe the experience that results to human feeling and human decency. (through the horrors that the Nazi overran, the atrocities, the insistence of a drama of honest emotion written by Allen. The exact date of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt to November 30 as alternative dates. She suggested November 23 or Roosevelt's convenience.

Miss Dodd Teaches Rules of Contest

Multiple-choice questions will be asked in all upper-classmen and will be limited in the future to a high percentage of any one section. Six candidates for the Red Cross, which functions mainly in service department.

The group meets Tuesday afternoon, following the competitive sing which is held every semester by one day, and shortening the end section of two days.

C.C. Plans Morning Chapel Service to Mark Thanksgiving

Plans have been announced for the observance of Thanksgiving morning, November 26. The activities will begin with a 10:15 a.m. A Hasse and Hovind Chapel has been planned, followed by a Gilbert and Sullivan musical program in the view period has been scheduled for Wednesday and Thursday, January 27 and 28. Movietone announcements begin Friday, January 29, at 11 a.m.

Review period has been post to allow for the work missed by lengthening Christmas vacation, which will be rescheduled for Wednesday and Thursday, November 16, 11 a.m., and end Wednesday, November 25, at 11 a.m., and end Wednes-

The net result of the changed dates is that attendance will be one day per semester by one day, and shortening the second section of two days.

Henry S. Coffin to Speak at Vespers
Here November 22

Henry Silver Coffin, president of Union Theological Seminary in New York, will speak at Vespers Sunday, November 22, at 7 p.m.

Dr. Coffin's deep spirituality, his eloquence, his likability, his sympathy, his wide culture, and his significance united to make his presidency of Union Theological Seminary a joyous and useful one. His love of music has been responsible for the establishment of a school of sacred music at Union. He is compiler of a hymnal, Hymns of the Kingdom, and is an authority on hymnology.

He is a prominent member of the Yale corporation, is much in demand as a speaker on college and university campuses, is wide known as the author of many and magazine articles. He has been active in religious and ecumenical movement.

Opportunities for Senior Students

The following notices have been received from the Personnel Bureau:

Information concerning qualifications for internships in the Postwar Reconstruction Department of the Council of the City Air is available for interested students.

2. An opportunity for Social Work with the American Red Cross is available for students who have completed the coursework in Social Service.

3. New Civil Service examination notices have been posted on the Filing Hall bulletin board.

Safetly Rules Include Travel Regulations

To Members of the Student Body: In order to maintain our new safety rules, Cabinet has decided that the 9:00 p.m. train from Boston is to be regarded as a "late" train for the purpose of checking and a fine may be taken. However, if this should create for anyone an impossible situation, Dean Burnett will look into the individual case before the student body.

The question "What should you do if your train is late?" has been broadened. Church is faced with the choice of taking an unconfirmed train or taking an extra night, she should, if possible, take the extra night. But if she is alone in a strange city and has no place to go, she should stay at a hotel and there is a train arriving in New London at a reasonable hour, she should take it. Missing a train—unless due to poor con-

ments for hostesses for Vacation Changed

Vacation now begins on Monday, November 16, at 4 p.m. Roosevelt returned from Brit
camp on the same train and arrived in New York at 5:30 p.m. in the Palmer auditorium.

Before the First Lady left England, she wrote to President Blument, explaining that her letter would be mailed after she had ar-

Vacation now begins on Monday, November 16, at 4 p.m., and ends Tuesday, November 25, at 11 a.m.

The net result of the changed dates is that attendance will be one day per semester by one day, and shortening the second section of two days.


dated to Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt's visit to College. Monday, November 17, and will probably speak at the college either on Monday, November 24, or Wednesday, November 26, at 8 p.m. in the Palmer auditorium.
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Phi Betes to Meet At Annual Lecture
The regular fall meeting of the New London Association of Phi Beta Kappa is to be held Friday, November 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the faculty room in Fanning. Frederick A. Potter, well-known lecturer and professor of English at Yale university, is to speak to the group. His subject is A Criticism of Poetry. Dr. John Wolfe, the former president of the New London Association, has been instrumental in obtaining Dr. Potter as the speaker for the lecture.

The New London Association is composed of about one hundred and fifty members who live within a twenty mile radius of New London. All members are invited to attend and to participate in these meetings.
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Archery Contest Set
For November 20
An archery competition (shooting a Columbia Round) will take place, wind permitting, on Friday, November 20, at 4:20 p.m.

Noted Experiments Related by Science Majors at Meeting
C. C. scientists revealed that they were doing some very interesting experiments in their major fields at the second meeting of Science club last Wednesday evening.

Connie Smith '43 told of her practical application of lab techniques at the Springfield Hospital. Mary Surgenor '43 described the effects of animal hormones on plant growth—a study which may lead to a better understanding of the relation of plant and animal growth, and the nature of cancer. Betty Fuller '43, an investigator into the hormone level of males, made slides for her talk with slides, told of the effect of growth substances on sunflowers and their relation to bud-inhibition.

Hurl Howe '42 was chosen publicity chairman of the club.

Uniforms Dominate Scene at Service League Informal
By Nancy Troy '43
Naval officers, Coast Guard cadets, and merchant marine cadets, together with a representative portion of "Joe College" were gathered together in Knowlen's Salon Saturday night for an informal dance sponsored by the Service League. As popular as the dance-floor was the log-fire in the Replace off the dining room. Members of all four classes were at the dance. In the company of a couple of "reunion groups" were Torriga and Sally Stewart, formerly students of the class of 44. Sally was the president of her class freshman year. The music for the evening was furnished by a nickelodeon. "Sea Create In Blue" and "My Devotion" proved the most popular pieces.

Dr. and Mrs. Chester Destler, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Cobbledick, and Dean E. Alberna Honchak were the chaperones. Mary Kent Hewitt '44 was in charge of the dance.

Super Stuff for College Gals
Pure Wool Botany Flannels
IN EYE-CATCHER WHITE

- White with cardigan style contrasting grosgrain
- White with green or red velvet binding and embroidery

Saludos and Other Films Net $294 for the Sykes Fund
by Mary Lou Elliott '43
"Saludos Amigos!" Those who went to see the movies given Monday night, November 16 for the benefit of the Sykes Fund, were treated with this greeting from Latin America. Edith Gorden, chairman of the committee, reports that a $294 profit was made which will be spent on war bonds instead of going directly into the fund as in previous years.

In a most unusual combination of the real and the fanciful, Walt Disney presents "Saludos," a film that takes us a jaunt through South America with Mr. Disney and his audience. As their adversary planet lands in various cities and the penguins is pictured, we watch the swift, imaginative growth of the little animated characters who America has grown to love. From an amusing trip with Donald Duck on Lake Titicaca to an adventurous spin with Little Pedro Aeroplane, and a tour of Rio with Joe Carisci, who has an indomitable manner and a ter-rific rumba, we get a closer feel-ing for our good neighbors. Goofy and his pal, Anselmo humorously satirizes phases of the Latin American way of life, as the cameras follow a more sym-pathetic Pan-American understanding.

The other films were on a more intellectual plane and gave a more complete view of the complete vision of the republic. Julian Bryan, one of the foremost photographers of our day, has captured the human geography of Columbia in his "Crossroads of the New World." The audience gasped at the beautiful colors of the orchids in a short film by the National Geographic Society. "Mexico Builds Democracy" and "Our Neighbor to the South" were both excellent films proving the way toward hemisphere solidarity. Heliodora deMedici '43 and her parents, whose home is in Brazil, were present at the showing of these Latin American films. Heliodora has come back to resume her studies as a senior at Connecticut.
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Connie Smith '43 told of her practical application of lab techniques at the Springfield Hospital. Mary Surgenor '43 described the effects of animal hormones on plant growth—a study which may lead to a better understanding of the relation of plant and animal growth, and the nature of cancer. Betty Fuller '43, an investigator into the hormone level of males, made slides for her talk with slides, told of the effect of growth substances on sunflowers and their relation to bud-inhibition.

Hurl Howe '42 was chosen publicity chairman of the club.
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Dr. and Mrs. Chester Destler, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Cobbledick, and Dean E. Alberna Honchak were the chaperones. Mary Kent Hewitt '44 was in charge of the dance.
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"Saludos Amigos!" Those who went to see the movies given Monday night, November 16 for the benefit of the Sykes Fund, were treated with this greeting from Latin America. Edith Gorden, chairman of the committee, reports that a $294 profit was made which will be spent on war bonds instead of going directly into the fund as in previous years.

In a most unusual combination of the real and the fanciful, Walt Disney presents "Saludos," a film that takes us a jaunt through South America with Mr. Disney and his audience. As their adversary planet lands in various cities and the penguins is pictured, we watch the swift, imaginative growth of the little animated characters who America has grown to love. From an amusing trip with Donald Duck on Lake Titicaca to an adventurous spin with Little Pedro Aeroplane, and a tour of Rio with Joe Carisci, who has an indomitable manner and a ter-rific rumba, we get a closer feel-ing for our good neighbors. Goofy and his pal, Anselmo humorously satirizes phases of the Latin American way of life, as the cameras follow a more sym-pathetic Pan-American understanding.

The other films were on a more intellectual plane and gave a more complete view of the complete vision of the republic. Julian Bryan, one of the foremost photographers of our day, has captured the human geography of Columbia in his "Crossroads of the New World." The audience gasped at the beautiful colors of the orchids in a short film by the National Geographic Society. "Mexico Builds Democracy" and "Our Neighbor to the South" were both excellent films proving the way toward hemisphere solidarity. Heliodora deMedici '43 and her parents, whose home is in Brazil, were present at the showing of these Latin American films. Heliodora has come back to resume her studies as a senior at Connecticut.
The first-aid squads on campus will be "dodge ball," and "club snatch." The members of the squad will be divided into two groups and will be given practical problems to work on. Miss Thomas feels that this general review will teach the first-aid squads more effectively and efficiently. First-aid instructors will assist the classes.

Students Start Work as College Infirmary Aides

Thirty-two girls have begun their work as infirmary Aides at the college infirmary. They will finish Christmas. Instructors will assist the classes.

Mr. R. Logan's Exhibition Is Noted Success

by Helen Crawford '41

When Mr. Robert Fulton Logan's exhibition of paintings and etchings opened on Sunday afternoon, November 15, murmurs and exclamations of admiration filled the usually hushed atmosphere of the Palmer Library. Guests from New London and neighboring towns as well as faculty, students and children filtered in and out constantly, crowding upon the oil paintings hung in the main first floor room and in Room B, which provided an excellent setting for the dry-points and etchings. The exhibition, which includes both early and recent work by Mr. Logan, will be open during library hours through November 26.

Among the most distinguished paintings were the two large ones flanking the main desk. The Live Oak and On the Etang Du Berre. The former shows the massive solidity of the tree trunk and patterns of warm sunlight falling through forest leaves; the latter is a harbor scene in France which Mr. Logan, a very rapid worker, completed in four mornings. The most recent oil is a brilliant and decorative still life study of gladoli.

Shows Versatility

Mr. Logan's versatility as an artist is evidenced by the fact that he has no one definite and crystallized style; he seems to adapt the technique most suitable to each particular subject. His study of seagulls in Flight was noted for the bringing of movement in the line composition of the birds' wings; his several landscapes, and marine, show attention for their remarkable luminous color.

In the small room of etchings both the first and fifth states of the Pont Marne, which has already won two medals, were hung. Mr. Logan's Notre Dame de Dijon, which he said was the most difficult of his etchings to print, was admired for the skillful treatment of sunlight and the depth of the black shadows. Familiar to many observers were Mr. Logan's well-known etchings of Hardiness Tower at Yale and Johnson Gate at Harvard. A dry-point called Springtime drew some of the students' attention, while Mr. Logan's well-known etching of the birds' wings; his several landscapes, and marine, drizzled attention for their remarkable luminous color.

New Date for Play-Day

Is Saturday, Nov. 21

The Play-Day sponsored by A.A., which was originally planned for Saturday afternoon, November 14 has been postponed until Saturday afternoon, November 21 at 2:00, weather permitting. Some of the games on the program are "streets and alleys," and "club snatch." The A.A. house managers will be in charge and everyone is invited.

Music Club Will Meet To Discuss Plans

The Music Club will meet on Thursday, November 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Palmer auditorium, room 202. There will be a short discussion of business matters and plans for the year, to be followed by games and refreshments.
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Caught On Campus

The wedding bells haven’t been grated a time out for quite a while. There are still ringing out at Frannie Adams ’43 leaves Friday, November 22, to be married to Bob Crane on Sunday, November 22. Bob will become a second lieutenant this Friday. The J. Adam- tuns could arrange to...ations could arrange to at the conclusion of World War II. I would prefer to have a summer vacation, as this summer you would be able to have a more complete course of study of it. The short vacations would come when they were most needed and would more readily serve their purpose of a rest and relaxation period.

Antique, Modern Textiles Exhibited

An exhibit of early and modern textiles, now on display on the fourth floor of Bill Hall, will be open to the public between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, November 23. Sponsor of the department of interior design this is the first of several exhibits designed to put college-owned items on display.

A. Galindo Speaks at Spanish Club Meeting

Puerto Rico was the subject of the Spanish club meeting held last Wednesday evening, November 11, in Room 115 New London Hall. Anita Galindo ’46, whose home is in Ponce, Puerto Rico, led the discussion. After introducing the topic, with a brief description of the geographical setting and of the population as a whole, she pointed out some of the characteristic Puerto Rican events. To conclude the program Puerto Rican classical and popular records were played.

All Russian War Relief Wool for Garments Sold

The first-day sale of wool for the Russian War Relief saw the knitting aides’ supply of wool entirely sold out—enough for twenty-two garments. Most popular items were socks, helmets, and rifle muffs.

Conference

(Continued from Page Three)

work more seriously than in a regular summer school.

Gerry Froster: “I’m in favor of the three semester plan. Women are essential for industry. The sooner we can get our education the better.”

Class of ’44:

Elle Houston: “The accelerating program wouldn’t have much point unless the plan offered was in the nature of a regular semester like in college. The idea that would enable girls to gradu- ate early, the object not being so much to get them out and into war industry as fast as possible, but more to increase war con- sciousness and sense of purpose and responsibility.”

Jeanne Jacques: “I would be in favor of three terms but not unless I would be able to take all the subjects that I had planned in accordance with the chemis- try major.”

Jeanne Feint: “I prefer a com- plete acceleration program made possible for all who want to finish in less than four years. I would prefer this to a regular summer school for summer school never allows one to take enough subjects to lessen the actual school time.”

T restraint. “I am in favor of the accelerated program for the other three, since so many people are anxious to complete their education in order to help with the war effort. Those who formerly worked during summer

IIRC Holds Forum on Modern Russia

At a meeting of the Interna- tional Relations Club, held November 11, a committee composed of Frances Lowe, Mary Jane Shuman ’44, Mary Robbins ’46, Favorite ’45, June Shea ’45 and Clarence Tompkins ’46 gave a general background of Russia and her rise to the present status. At the end of their talks questions from the floor and general discussion brought out the wide variety of attitudes prevalent toward Russia and communism. It was pointed out by several people that after this war it is important that we keep up Russia or the U.S.A. to change for the better in order to understand each other under the exis- tence foreign.

Following the discussion on Russia, plans were made for future meetings on Free Press, China, and Japan.

Harper Method Beauty Shop

Room 115 Deane Building
228 State Street
For Best Results Use HARPER’S LIQUID SHAMPOO
Try Our Face Powder and Lingerie for That College Girl Look.

“It’s right on the beam”

“Hi. Recognize me? I’m one of your crowd. You see, I speak for Coca-Cola, known, too, as Coke. I speak both. They mean the same thing. The gang say I look just like Coke tastes. And you can’t get that delicious and refreshing taste this side of Coca-Cola. Nobody else can duplic- ate it.”

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., OF NEW LONDON, INC.